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.ستفاده از گوشي تلفن همراه یا هر وسیله ی الكترونیكي حافظه دار ممنوع استا .بنویسیدنامه  در پاسخ را تمامي پاسخ ها: توجه  

4                     I. Vocabulary:  

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. 

 excess - tin – confidence – launched – suffers - fail – distracted – rural - signs 

1. His grandfather………………….from a strange disease. 

2. The noise in the next room ...................me from my homework. 

3. I believe that he has a lot of  ....................in her ability to sing. 

4. Burning of fossil fuels like coal and oil adds .................carbon dioxide to atmosphere. 

5. At an early age, Edison showed …………….. of a serious hearing problem. 

6. Farm animals are usually kept in .........................areas. 

7. The questions were too difficult. Many students seem to…………the test. 

8. Every year hundreds of satellites are……………into space for scientific research. 
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2 B. Match the definitions in column (A) with the words in column (B). There is one 

extra word in column (B). 

                   A                                                                                 B           
9. a look on the face                   (     )                                 a. complex 

10. the hottest layer of the Earth  (      )                               b. server 

11. very poor part of a city           (      )                              c. slum 

12. the main computer in a network(      )                           d. expression 

                                                                                             e. core 
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2 C. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words. The first letter of each word is given. 

  .13. Information t......................plays an important role in communications among people 

14. An earthquake is the result of the breaking of the plates of the c.................. 
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3 D. Choose the best choice.  

15. I asked the manager's ......................to take a day off. 

    a) performance    b) permission    c) impression         d) protection 

16. After finishing high school Jack is going to …………….. the police. 

    a) join        b)teach             c) support               d) train 

17. The glass of the greenhouse...................the heat of the sun. 

    a) traps             b) weighs              c) recycles              d) pollute 

18. A space probe is a robot vehicle used to ……………deep space. 

    a) express         b) explain                 c) explore                d) experience 

19. We are looking for new ways to improve the………………of our team. 

   a) performance       b)poverty             c)prevent         d)private 

20. As you know we are living in the………………of computer. 

   a) file                    b)data                  c)software              d)era 
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3 II. Grammar:  

A. Choose the correct answers.  

21. I went to the library..................I would study physics.  

    a) in order to      b) while               c) whether              d) so that                                     

22. It is ...................interesting book that I want to read it again. 

    a) so                   b) such                 c) too                     d) such an 

23. The cars...................in this factory are not modern. 

    a) produce         b) producing         c) produced          d) by producing    
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   ادامه ی سواالت در صفحه ی دوم 

 



 ردیف  سواالت نمره

 24. Tom made Mary ................his mother with the dishes. 

    a) help                     b) helped               c) helping             d) to help       

25. She …………..have left home last night. I'm sure. 

   a) should                   b) must                  c) might                  d) will 

26. He couldn't pass the test ,………………he had studied hard for it. 

    a) in order to             b) so as to                       c) though         d) whereas            

  

2 B. Join the following sentences using the words in brackets.  

27. We went out for a walk. The weather was cold and windy. (even though) 

28. I usually like classic music. My wife likes Jazz music. (while) 
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2 C. Put the words in the right order.  

29. Milad was very tired……………………………………….. 

                                ( hard – he – have – must – very – worked )                                    

30. money-he-to-has-enough-a car-buy. 
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2 D. Fill in the blanks with so, while, in order to and whether. 

31. You will have to accept my invitation .................you like it or not. 

32. He spoke .................quickly that we could not understand him. 

33. I’m going to Canada ..................continue my studies. 

34. Farid is a very quiet boy...................his brother is very talkative. 
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3 III. Sentence Function: Match the items in column (A) with the phrases in column (B) to 

make meaningful sentences. There is one extra item in column (B).  

                           (A)                                                                         (B) 

35. A computer is a programmable machine             a. is not child labor.                           

36. Use your nervousness                                          b. that accepts data and processes them. 

37. She started an open-air school for the poor,       c. is child labor.                   

38. Work done all day by children....                        d. though she had no money. 

                                                                                  e. to add excitement to your speech. 
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4 IV. Comprehension 

A: Read the following sentences carefully. Then choose the best choice.   

 

39. The suffering and poverty Mother Teresa observed outside the convent walls made a deep 

impression on her. It means that Mother Teresa……………….. 

 a) was deeply influenced by the poverty of the people. 

 b) experienced the suffering and poverty in her life. 

 c) made a deep impression which caused poverty. 

 d) tried to get out of the convent walls. 

 

40. There are two kinds of work that children do, and only one of them is child labor.  

       So, ................................................... 

a) any activity we do can be a form of child  labor                    

b) there are two groups of children knowing child labor 

c) anything children do is certainly a form of child labor 

d) some work children do cannot be called child labor 

 

41. The web is actually one special area of the internet. Other areas include newspapers, 

mailing lists and chat. According to the above sentences……………………. 

 a) the internet is a part of  the web 

 b) the web is more useful than the internet 

 c) the internet is much wider than the web 

 d) the internet and the web are the same 
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 42. If you involve your audience by asking questions, talking them directly and getting 

them interested  when speaking, you will use “the..........................communication power 

tool. 

   a) facial expressions                                     b) audience involvement 

   c) voice projection                                       d) controlling nervousness 
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B: Cloze passage: 

Fill in the blanks with the best choice. 

The …. 43…. of the first units of the International Space Station in 1998 began a new …. 

44…. in space exploration. As many as seven …. 45…. at a time will be able to live and 

work in space. When completed, the station will be …. 46…. 80 meters long and have a …. 

47…. of more than 455,000 kg. In the future, larger stations could …. 48…. room for a 

thousand people or more. 

 

43. a. launch                b. height               c. object                      d. device 

44.a. distance              b. planet                c. era                           d. pole 

45. a. scientists            b. features             c. telescopes               d. sounds 

46. a. seriously            b. firmly                c. recently                  d. nearly  

47. a. mass                   b. plan                  c. program                  d. cave 

48. a. take                    b. make                c. have                         d. get 
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5 C. Reading Comprehension: 

 Passage 1: Read the passage and choose the best answer.   

 

   Iran is the 18
th

 largest country in the world after Libya and before Mongolia; its 

area nearly equals the size of the United Kingdom, France, Spain, and Germany 

combined. Iran has one of the highest urban-growth rates in the world. From 

1950 to 2002 the urban proportion of the population increased from 27% to 60%. 

The United Nations predicts that by 2030 the urban population will form 80% of 

the overall population. 

Tehran is the capital and largest city of Iran and like many big cities, suffers from 

severe air pollution. Tehran is the core of the country's communication and 

transport network. The city has numerous large museums, art centers, palace 

complexes and cultural centers and host 45% of Iran's industries.   

Mashhad is located 850 kilometers east of Tehran, and is one of the holiest cities 

in the world as it is the site of the shrine of Imam Reza. It is the second largest city 

and the center of tourism in Iran. Between 15 and 20 million pilgrims go to Imam 

Reza's shrine every year. 

                   T( true)       F (false)      N (not mentioned) 

 

   49   ( T / F / N )  According to the passage, Iran is larger than Mongolia. 

    50   ( T / F / N )  Tehran is the eighteenth's largest city in the world. 

    51   ( T / F / N )  Most of the pilgrims go to Mashhad are from Tehran. 
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  ادامه ی سواالت در صفحه ی چهارم 
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     52   More than half of Iran's population live in ………….. 

            (A) cities          

           (B) rural areas       

           (C) the capital         

           (D)Tehran and Mashhad  

    53   There are more ………… in Tehran, while Mashhad has more ………….. 

            (A) industries – tourists                

            (B) shrines - museums 

            (C) tourists – industries                

            (D) museums - shrines 
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5 Passage 2:   

 

    There is a place on the earth where hot water and steam come up from under 

the ground. The people who live in these places make use of the heat that comes 

from inside the earth. Some of them cook in the hot pools. They put food into a 

basket and place it in the water. Washing is also done in the same way. 

For most of us the heat under our feet is so far away that we can't use it. We must 

make our heat by burning coal, oil or gas. The people who get heat from inside 

the earth are lucky. It takes a lot of money to pay for the coal, oil or gas. 

54. The definition of “ground”  in this passage is ------------------. 

     A) the hot rocks inside the earth                 B) The hard central part of the earth 

     C) the part of the earth below the crust      D) The outer surface of the earth    

                    

55. The underlined word “it” in line 5 refers to --------------. 

     A) heat                  B) sun                      C) foot                       D) Earth 

 

56. Those people who live near the hot pools can cook their food --------------. 

     A) by putting it in a basket under the ground 

     B) inside the hot earth 

     C) in the hot water 

     D) by burning coal, oil or gas. 

 

57. It is impossible for most of us to use the heat under the ground because --------------. 

     A) there is not heat inside the earth 

     B) it is too far away to use 

     C) it is too hot inside the earth 

     D) many people do not live near the earth 

 

58. People who get heat from inside the earth are lucky because -------------. 

     A) they don’t pay for the food which they cook 

     B) they use the heat of the coal, oil or gas they get 

     C) they don’t pay for the coal, oil or gas they get 

     D) they don’t need to buy any food 

40 WISH YOU THE BEST 
 

 


